Funktion: Vehicon™ General
Motto: "There are no rules on the road—only the victors and the scrap metal."

By far the most agile of the land-based generals, the Vehicon Thrust is a lethal adversary. He is a maximal extreme speed and showed handling make him hard to handle. A subdued personality is a mystery—disposition reeks of a "rebellious act to prove a cause." The only general not intimidated by Magnus—always seems to know the correct thing to say. It is rumored that he holds the mark of former Predacon Waspinator. Outfitted with an enormous amount of firepower, fires energy pulses by spinning his front wheel while popping a wheel. In robot mode, one arm functions as a ray gun, fire energy pulse weapon, the other a grappling hook. Cars for nothing but himself, often heard muttering the nihilistic phrase "To think is to say no."

STRENGTH INTELLIGENCE SPEED ENDURANCE ARM RANGE FORCE FIREPOWER SKILL
0.5 1 0.3 0.5 0 9 9 9 9 2

INSTRUCTIONS: Excessive force is not necessary and are designed to be used without force. Some parts are mode to detach if excessive force is applied. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

1. Push vehicle forward to make vehicle turn. Rotate both arms forward. Locate Spark Crystal on turn to identify true allegiance.

2. Attack Mode
A. Rotate both arms forward. B. Load missile. C. Press button on launcher to fire missile. D. Slide button to activate claw.

3. Lift claw arms and rotate panels up to become robot arms. Separate, then rotate back wheels forward and attach onto pins.

4. A. Rotate claw down. B. Separate the two wheels by bringing them forward.

5. Stand robot up. Pull front wheel forward to complete 3-wheeled robot mode.

6. 3-Wheel Mode
Separate wheel to form robot legs and separate robot legs as shown. Rotate arms out of robot legs.

7. Robot Mode
Robot black wheels up near shoulders. Position robot legs as shown.

Reverse the order of the instructions to convert back into spider.

Manufactured under license from Takara Co., Ltd.
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